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The Realms of Gold:  Four International Artists Converge 
in Porreres, Mallorca 

Back in the 1980’s, I remember some artworld honchos offering a catchy sobriquet for three 
maverick Italian artists, Enzo Cucchi, Francesco Clemente, and Sandro Chia, and while their 
work was (and is) quite diverse, an all-enveloping term was applied to them: The Three C’s.

Here in Mallorca, the Porreres Museum is exhibiting a group of artist that could be readily given 
the nomenclature of The Four K’s, four unique talents being brought together during the Sant 
Roc Festival.  They are Hisako Kobayashi, Jill Krutick, Kumiko Okamoto Paulisch, and Kubotatsu.

At first it would seem slightly daunting to locate shared traits amongst the four artists.  I note 
that three of the four are Tokyo-born, but the fourth is a native New Yorker.  Two dwell in New 
York today, while the other two are based on separate continents, one in Europe and one in 
Asia.  Each artist works in a different medium. Two specialize in abstract painting and two 
create figurative work.  Three are subtle colorist painters and one works with black ink only.  
Three are women and one is a man. 

But one quality they all share is that in the 21st Century where politics and ugliness are rampant 
in contemporary art, the foursome being showcased here all generate beauty in radiant deeply 
personal paintings, paintings that express absolute splendor.  Their work is not cold and 
clinical but warm and emotive.  And in addition, they all draw inspiration from nature, each one 
depicting a unique interpretation of the sky and the sea.  

And The Four K’s each found success in prior careers before becoming full-time complete artists.

Kumiko Okamoto Paulisch, the representational colorist, although born in Tokyo and a 
longtime resident of Hamburg, Germany, has now become a Mallorcan, and she provided the 
initial connection to the museum in Porreres.  She says, “I am living in Mallorca, Spain, because 
it is beautiful with peaceful landscapes and friendly people, a place which gives me a great and 



deep inspiration for my works.”  

But the New York-based abstract painter, Hisako Kobayashi, is most definitely the catalyst 
between the four striking talents.  She was introduced to the paintings of Kumiko, whose 
medium is egg tempera, by their shared Paris art dealer a couple years ago, and curious to learn 
about this other artist, Kobayashi was motivated to travel to Mallorca to visit Kumiko’s studio.  

Kobayashi’s relationship with Kubotatsu, the 
lone male artist represented here, extends back 
twenty-five years to when she met the Japan-
based Kubotatsu, who employs the classic 
Tokyo technique of brushing black ink onto 
fibrous rice paper, when he visited New York 
and was in need of a translator and guide while 
seeking pictures to be imported to an auction 
in Tokyo.  He says, “Hisako is a master and a 
close friend.”  

And this master was introduced to a fellow lyrical abstract expressionist, Jill Krutick, the lifetime 
New Yorker, last year in Manhattan’s Georges Bergès Gallery in SoHo, when the two women 
participated in a group show called The Feminine Sublime, curated by the esteemed critic and 
professor of philosophy, Donald Kuspit. Earlier this year, both Hisako Kobayashi and Kubotatsu 
visited Jill Krutick’s spacious light-filled studio, a half-hour north of Manhattan by train.

Kobayashi is the most seasoned artist in the Porreres show.  The daughter of a classical 
calligrapher, she felt a need to break from the confines of traditional Nipponese womanhood.  
She departed Japan as a young Pan Am flight attendant, eventually moving to New York 
and earning her MFA at Brooklyn’s Pratt Institute in 1981.  She has been an artist ever since, 
though occasionally pursuing a sideline career as a caterer in New York, cuisine being another 
interest.  For more than thirty years, she has exhibited internationally, in scores of world-class 
galleries and museums including such institutions as the Museum of Oriental Arts in Moscow, 
the Museum of Munchen in Germany, the Embassy of Japan in Washington, the Setagaya Art 
Museum in Tokyo, and the Brooklyn Museum. The museums in Moscow and Tokyo now feature 
her work in their permanent collections. She is highly regarded for her refined, intimate, and 
profound powers of cultivating translucence and transcendence in her paintings, sometimes 
organically scattering a rhythmic pattern of spheres and tentacles across deeply hued 
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backgrounds.  Formal gestural marks emerge as shooting stars elliptically orbiting layered 
grounds of complementary colors and sometimes pulsing towards shimmering shorelines. 
From Hisako Kobayashi’s book-lined home and studio in the East Village appears a remarkably 
subtle yet vivid color palate of blues and greens and purples and oranges.  One of her paintings, 
a compelling blanketing of violets, golds, and greens, is called, “The Realms of Gold,” the title 
of the exhibition in Porreres.  Kobayashi says, “The Realms of Gold’ is finding the very best 
of one’s standard, this gold standard.  The purest of all things.”  “Songs of Poetry” evokes a 
friendly fire.  Another painting is “Deep Water,” and it is unquestionably deep, full of the artist’s 
emotions.  But so are “October Moon,” “Symphony of Color,” “Watcher of the Skies” and the rest 
of the dozen paintings being exhibited in Mallorca.  Some critics have compared her paintings 
to those of Paul Klee and her fellow Pratt Institute alumnus, Terry Winters, and other critics 
associate Hisako Kobayashi’s exquisite artwork with that of the legendary color  
field painter, Mark Rothko.  Rothko’s son, Christopher, has become a collector of Hisako 
Kobayashi’s paintings.

Jill Krutick, who has painted all her life and trained at the Art Students League in New York, 
only became a full-time artist in 2011.   After 
graduating from the Wharton School of 
Business at the University of Pennsylvania and 
thriving on Wall Street as a highly successful 
analyst of leisure and entertainment companies 
and as a media executive in the entertainment 
industry, she was ready to communicate 
through her visual artistry.  Her development 
has been extraordinarily rapid; she has already 
been awarded with a dozen solo shows, 
including an extensive retrospective at the 
Coral Springs Museum of Art in Florida, and 
nearly thirty group exhibits.   She recalls that 
when her art making was limited to nights 
and weekends, she experienced painting as, 
“a place to disappear.  I think that’s why I 
always painted with such beautiful colors.” She 
remembers, “I was bursting to get out” of the business world and into pursuing art full-time.  
And then it happened.  When someone suggested that she display some of her canvases in a 
Manhattan office building, people asked to buy the paintings directly off the walls.  To enter Jill 
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Krutick’s studio is an immersive experience; some of her paintings are operas and some are pop 
songs, but all are lyrical.  And all are mesmerizing.  Her joy in making art is palpable.  Jill Krutick 
has seven series she continually returns to, all abstraction-based but all very distinct, some very 
gestural, some more geometric, and some almost representational, clearly landscapes.  This 
exhibition in Porreres features exquisite examples of two of her series.  Here her gaze is directed 
on her “Dreamscapes,” which appear radiant and oceanic, dense organic moving waters with 
depths of blue.  Her “Shangri La” series features abstract landscapes, lighter, almost pulsating 
and inspired by Monet, perhaps sacred in appeal.  Of her paintings, she says, “Sometimes 
you start out with one idea and it becomes something completely different.  With an abstract 
landscape, I know the general elements but sometimes it turns into a different painting,  
a mystery.”

While Kobayashi and Krutick could both be considered latter day New York School Abstract 
Expressionists, both noted for their subtle and masterful employment of color and non-
figurative imagery that often portrays the sky and the sea, they are quite different in that 
Kobayashi is committed to oil, which she finds, “gives depth and I like the interplay of the 
surface and background color,” and Krutick moves between oil and acrylic, although all of 
her work in Porreres is acrylic.  She often creates highly textured acrylic paintings, employing 
molding paste that she carves, slices and kneads, taking advantage of all sorts of improvised 
hand tools.  Along with their heighted senses of the natural world, there is often an abstract 
representation of the elegy of heaven and earth in the paintings of these two artists.  Both 
Kobayashi and Krutick are unusually musical painters, their gestures unquestionably sound- 
derived.  Jill Krutick was trained as a concert pianist and even has a sheepdog named for an 
Elton John song.  Hisako Kobayashi is one of the rare people who possess a fascinating  
form of synesthesia; she sees colors when she listens to music and hears notes when she 
observes colors. 

As a young girl in Tokyo, Kumiko Okamoto Paulisch learned traditional charcoal and pencil 
techniques, but grew fascinated by European Renaissance paintings and learned that many of 
the Old Masters, including Michelangelo, painted with egg tempera, as did the Pre-Raphaelites 
centuries later.  After studying both classic Japanese art and production design in Tokyo’s top-
tier Tama Art University, she decided to move to Europe to explore classic European painting. 
Egg tempera is a medium where colored pigment is mixed with egg yoke and often applied 
in semi-transparent layers, drying quickly with a smooth matte finish. During those years of 
honing her skills, she also worked for the legendary industrial designer Luigi Colani in Berlin, he 
of Alfa Romeo, BMW and biomorphic home furnishings renown. Kumiko later earned a degree 
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in Art History at the University of Hamburg and moved onto a career in graphic design and 
coordination at an advertising agency.  For many years, her career focus was commercial, but 
she eventually chose to depart the ad agency, seeking “self-realization” through exploration of 
her own art and her transformative move to Mallorca, where she now creates such peaceful, 
romantic figurative paintings as “Trees in the Winter,” “Snow Avenue,” “Mirrored Trees,” 
“Moonlight” and “Fog on the Sea,” an atmospheric and sensuous work evoking JMW Turner.  
She says, “I tried by myself to combine the traditional kind of Japanese painting and the old 
European technique of egg tempera and found out that this is the best way for me to express 
my feelings in my paintings.”

Born Tatsuya Kubota, Kubotatsu has perhaps had the most colorful career history, colorful 
despite the fact that he doesn’t work with color, but 
with black ink applied by both powerful and subtle 
brushstrokes on washi paper, paper hand-made 
from the fiber from Japanese trees and shrubs and 
bushes. The grandson of a revered Zen monk, he says, 
“I learned Qigong from my grandfather when I was a 
child.  I learned to feel the energy of everything in the 
universe.  I can use Qigong to touch a tree and talk 
with the tree.” As a young man, he was employed by 
Disney and Sanrio in Japan, contributing to design 
elements for shops and characters.  During the 1970’s, 
Sanrio was then creating and licensing “Snoopy” 
products, and when the company president asked for 
a proposal for new ideas, the very young Kubotatsu 
had an idea.   He recalls, “I suggested, ‘Snoopy is a dog, 
so what if we turn a cat into a character this time?’” A 
case can be made for Kubotatsu as the father of the 
world powerhouse little cat girl Hello Kitty.  He has been 
involved in marketing, product design, and popularizing 
skateboards and Filofax, and marketing the Italian 
dessert, tiramisu, in Japan.  He later became a professor 
of Information Technology at two universities, lecturing 
on the internet, animation and artificial intelligence 

(AI).  Kubotatsu has also authored numerous books and newspaper articles and is the 
creator of illustrated thought cards for cognitive training.  But fine art has now called to him, 
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fulfilling a need to express himself through passionate individualized brushwork and the bold 
representational application of black ink.  While his technique is classical, his imagery is unique 
to Kubotatsu.  His artwork had once been featured in an exhibit in 1989, but it is only within 
the last two years that he has reverted to a commitment as a maker of art, officially launching 
his new career as an artist.  He remarks, “I don’t use color.  I like to draw with the spirit of the 
whole body and the force of a brush.  And this time I drew a feeling of life with the force of the 
brush.”  His vivid, richly stroked blue whale 
seems almost mythic, and yet the nimble lines 
of a Mongolian boy herding his cows as well as 
a portrayal of the artist’s dancing shadow in the 
Gobi desert, are soft and gentle.

Another trait all four artists share is a vast 
wanderlust, and I don’t mean luxury travel 
to iconic resorts and major capital cities, 
but voyaging to more forbidding locations, 
to witness immaculate forests, deserts, 
mountains, frozen tundras and seascapes, 
traveling in order to experience the natural 
untrammeled beauty that these artists all 
depict through their individual paintings.  Jill 
Krutick partakes of environmentally-oriented 
trips around the world, finding herself facing polar bears in Antarctica and the unique wildlife of 
the Galapagos and taking boating and diving excursions to Belize, New Zealand and Australia.  
She has most recently painted breathtaking abstractions related to the American state of 
Montana, where she will be having a solo show at the Yellowstone Art Museum this fall.  Her 
canvases capture the iridescence of Montana’s trout and the local blue and orange sapphires 
and pristine mountains of majesty. Hisako Kobayashi once traveled globally for the airline and 
she remains open to voyaging elsewhere, which explains her serendipitous visit to Kumiko’s 
studio in Mallorca.  Recent travels have been to Nepal, Turkey and Alaska and she will soon 
have a show in New York’s Tibet House, the cultural center for the Dalai Lama.  And Kumiko 
Okamoto Paulisch, who departed Japan for a life in Germany and then Mallorca, says she is 
most impressed by the absolute silence she discovered in the Canadian wilderness, by the 
pristine beauty of her surroundings there.  She and Kobayashi will be returning to their native 
Tokyo in October for a Two-Woman Show at the Imperial Palace Hotel Gallery.  Kubotatsu has 
taken hiatuses from his corporate and academic life to travel though five continents, during the 
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last decade prevailing through a near-death experience while surfing in Bali. 

In the fourteenth century, there lived an ascetic French nobleman, also a peripatetic nature-
lover, who sought refuge in the forest while dying from the bubonic plague, which he had 
contracted aiding other sufferers. A dog fetching water and bread saved Sant Roc, who 
eventually became the Patron Saint of Porreres.  I am not saying that The Four K’s are saints, 
just that their work couldn’t be any more beatific and worthy of celebration at the Porreres 
Museum during the festival to honor Sant Roc.
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